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Saturday July 21st 1883

Warm and bright. The found the breakfast table set for six this A.M. Miss Talmage is to visit Miss Hines for a week while Miss Fields goes to Double Island. I think it possible they might be at breakfast. But Miss Talmage evidently has not arrived for they did not come. Miss Fields read me yesterday the story of the idol brought from Ambron. Very interesting - you will undoubtedly see it. Hope to have it sent to the Hancock. Are in. It looks odd to see Miss T. with her head up in a muffle. It seems - but missy Janie is at work making patterns of thine and for my standing clock. I am to be honored with a birthday party to-day. Also Miss Lytell's Cleveland and Me Phineus, Miss Sheriff.
are invited—10 A.M. Jan. 2nd.

Back from beaching them good night at the pier. We had a pleasant evening—Mrs. Ryall kindly presented me with a diminutive pair of snow-shoes about an inch long—and a bouquet. Mrs. Partridge had a nice supper—nearly a dinner—after it we had worship in the parlor led by Dr. A. & sat talking till after 9.30—upon the Veranda. The Dr. Partridge mix fields going to the island before August. She seems to have an unfortunate fever—I fancy he suspects a little blood poisoning. Sunday, July 22.

This A.M. Mr. A. introduced a new feature in the roll of Morning prayers—verse copying Paul's advice, doctrine in I Cor. XIX. 17 gave the first half hour to brief unmarked prayers by the native Christians—Then our
four prayers. Second request for prayer and then spoke. It was a good service. Dr. A. preached from II Cor. 21. Then first. Then giving me a few suggestions upon it. He illustrated it by Jacob chang-
ing his hands in blessing the children of Joseph. So God placed on Christ that which naturally would fall on man and on man that which was Christ by right. Christ was not a sinner, but sin was treated as His instead and man became the new expression of God's righteousness. The penalty of sin could not be abated by a righteous God. His Son alone could pay it. He gave His Son rather than abate the penalty. So Christ on the Cross is man's fulfillment of God's righteousness. Then He fulfilled His promises and requi-

...
the vilest sinner who accepts the terms offered in Christ. The redeemed sinner then becomes not only heir to the righteousness which is by faith, but the eternal proof, testimonial to God's righteousness in fulfilling laws at any cost & fulfilling His promises. 10 P.M.,

I had a little in Memorials of a Quiet Life - called to see Miss Fields is getting on. attended 4 P.M. service & at the last, had a tremendous struggle to keep awake; came back and slept nearly two hours. It has been very hot - 88° only by thermometer indoors - but close. We went to Mr. Campbell's after two. Dr. A. gave us the result of his study of an Apostolic Church service from Acts I xxi, very profitable. It is a magnificent moonlight night. Monday, July 23rd, 88

So likewise to-night. To-day has been very sunny. 88° this evening. We have
I have done very little today except read Chinese three hours. Had a little talk on Friday and some odd pieces of things. At 4 I had called forth to make two calls, one at the Commissaries' and one at the British Consul. Found Mr. Brazil, the Acting Commissary, had just left. He was to-day for home—his father in Scotland part for some time ago. Mrs. Brazil also was not at home and had a pleasant laugh. The house was elegantly furnished. She is a tall, dark, thin woman, and a great deal from poor health. I went into town for a hour—found it warm—but it did me good. Mrs. Brazil's tea was fine. I'd come out a dinner at 5 & ate the last two. Stayed up on the water some time & got back later. I must shelter
As now studying and writing it is out of the question. I am feeling quite well. Eat regularly, feel that so much is a
first blessing. Tuesday, July 24. Very hot. I have finished sewing on any day's clothes. Have done some
work written a letter to the Armstrongs. eldest added - Dr. A. announced that he may leave tomorrow.
I want to sit on with Lucy Hare & finish some little things to send home. Have been putting
them up this evening. Mrs. S. was here after Miss Hare and Mrs. Hall were uninvited to the
Campbells. Mrs. D. told an anecdote that amused me. We were checking if mistakes in taking as ours own when the
whole of my article on the table was left by an old lady who accepted all the cheese saying "Will you help me carry it?"
Wednesday, July 25. A heavy shower that has cooled the air.
Wednesday July 25th 1858.

Memorable for St. Chris departure. He hurried about to get his packing done. I had a chance to help him a little and left for the steamer at about 8 p.m. Mr. Pitt Saw her aboard. I found little time to study read Chinese after returning. Have now only 2 more chapters in Mark to read. The forenoon was largely spent in writing letters to the Associations at home in Maine. At the evening I had our prayer meeting. All present but Mr. C. Lewis. Mr. Patridge called reading the book of Jonah. I got a new idea of it as an allegory略 of the boundless work of the American future dispensation. The opposition we met in the prejudice of Jews, the foundation of success of others.

Thursday July 26th 1858

A fine day. The Hanota came in. I was informed she was to go to Hong Kong so I did some work in the afternoon.
A warm day. Had a fine row on the bay at 8. 30. Rode out to the steamer to find where she goes to. Mr. K. shall try to send another letter to-morrow.

This evening Miss Hansford, Miss Fields, were at Mrs. P.'s after dinner. Mrs. P. has rheumatism in one knee.

Friday—July 27th.

A warm day. Had a fine row on the bay at 8. 30. Rode out to the steamer to find where she goes to. Mr. K. shall try to send another letter to-morrow.

This evening Miss Hansford, Miss Fields, were at Mrs. P.'s after dinner. Mrs. P. has rheumatism in one knee.

Friday—July 27th.

A warm day. Had a fine row on the bay at 8. 30. Rode out to the steamer to find where she goes to. Mr. K. shall try to send another letter to-morrow.

This evening Miss Hansford, Miss Fields, were at Mrs. P.'s after dinner. Mrs. P. has rheumatism in one knee.
to make suggestions to Long—9

Telling about leading prayer meetings—told him his passage last week. What he said at first was good but it was in my estimation—"too long" he interpreted.

I then tried to explain that a prayer-meeting talk was not to come as a sermon illustration by a little branch of fern from that his brother had used to decorate my room—telling him the leader's words should be like the main branch with places where branches could start out. Points suggested that others could carry on which he took in at once, thinking and made some responsible remarks on the subject. Told me his is to preach her Epistle from Phil. 4:21. He has an admirable spirit—Sat. July 28th

I woke so uncomfortable from being heat-rathered. Small boils 7 c 16. that I determined to keep quiet all day and 2 o—stayed in my room
who came here this year seems to be having trouble more than usual from skin difficulties. I have nothing to hand a time as the Campbell but have been very uncomfortable for some time. Mr. Angier only born within a year, I think some one say, is almost cross with Coles.

Sunday July 27th

I stayed in bed most of the day, read in "Memorial Of A Quiet Life". Mr. Campbell called several times at 5 p.m. we all came in the pleasure for an study of Reformation. We divided the first Chapter into six parts. Each to do what he is used to preparing the passages. It is an experiment but we hope it may prove successful. But Saturday July 30th I decided to take a trip to Dublin to get ready to go at 10 a.m. had a fine sail down from
Mrs. Wilde in a little bit of a house with two rooms about 7x9, a hall between these little rooms that serve as pantry & kitchen in the rear - she had asked Capt. W. leiens a pilot, who owns this cottage, they live in a square house with wide verandahs close by, if I could have the use of his one unoccupied room. The reply I got to the request that I board on my own account yet what I wished there his boys cook it. I called found him a pleasant English sea-capt. arranged to stop for a week. Miss H. has kindly invited me to take my meals there while she remains. I read & talked with Capt. W. during the afternoon. She gave me some remedies for my affections that will prove helpful. Some strong Catholic soap & salicylic acid which I recognize as an old bitter
not for a few days, though I had no
idea it was good for external use.
At 5-30 I walked up towards
the Presbyt. Sanatorium then took
a bath - the water was perfect.
Clean & cool enough to be refreshing.

Tuesday - July 31st -
A close warm night but I succeeded
in getting a good night's sleep.

Lost night I learnt two items
of Chinese etiquette worth remem-
bering. At a feast it is customary
for each at first to make plunges
into the common dish. Before mak-
ing a second portion each must
ask the other to feed him. Like
passing the cake from helping
yourself - but when the people
are well acquainted, there is
not so much ceremony.
Post says, "Misn-him"—"Needn't invite"—each goes in for himself. Then an close distinction between man's womens fans—the latter being painted with flowers, but if a flower-painted fan has also a tassel or a bug painted upon it can be used as a man's fan. I cannot see much difference between the garments worn by men those worn by women, but they can keep very careful in hanging them out to dry to put the mind higher than the woman—if a woman should do the family wash—threw her husband's jacket through on a pole lower than her own—It would be a most serious effort to the farmer. I read in the afternoon I met at Swanton with Capt. Mil- liams in his large pilot boat—He told me a great many things about the rocks that have occu- red her about Shipping in General. I wrote of the Swanton's love
Last Winter - It seems the Capt. had never sailed this course furrow that year before when he was a mate. He ran 25 miles without verifying his reckoning though he was to go through a passage only 2½ miles wide. When the "Douglas" was made some years ago he saved the passengers' name in the boat as they were in the S.S.G. out with him. Some of the vessels sent a watch worth £10 0s. I intended to return with them but he went down on a steamer and was obliged to stay. Mrs. Campbell had invited all to take tea with them and passed the time pleasantly.

Wednesday, Aug 12th -

This A.M. I came down at about 9. Mrs. Hess had some calls to make. I came down too going back at 3 P.M. There was fine weather enough to make it comfortably cool so the trip was a pleasant one. It has been hot - 89° here. But I had a fine bath tonight.
Thursday August 15th. The Campbells came down in the forenoon to see about getting rooms. They all took lunch with Miss Field. I kept pretty still all day. Read Thackeray's The

Antique. The thermometer stood at 93° on Capt. Mellen's piano at 1:30 p.m. I had a good bath again; the water was unusually cool. Head and feet. My hands were sometimes in a warm way. My feet in cold.

one. Miss Field got the deed and permission to bathe in it for the first time. At tea Mrs. Riseling, wife of a pilot, a German woman. Came in with two young girls about 15 to tell how

that the Campbells would have their rooms. The style of

conversation among the ladies was in the East is peculiar. Mrs. D. talks with a decided German

accent.
As I was crossing dinner, I
heard the English expression. She
told us all about her family
that she coming here, how she
her entire marriage, brothers, the
sister died. She said, "My husband
she lost a ship and was drowned.
After giving an account, account
of the different families of children
and their present status, her mother
was mentioned, who died two years ago
at the age of 89. Mrs. T. said that
once the whole family, I think
all the rest of the people on the
Island, were at a Christmas party
in that area. It was so foggy
when they came back they could
not find the way. The man
and lady there went down the
ladder horn went down to the
wharf; blew it till they heard
the sound came to land. This
might be a good illustration to
use in stirring up people who
consider themselves superannuated.
Finding Aug. 3rd
A beautiful and large tree.
Heaw into my room a note de 17 lighted ordiame winter. At 10 o'clock I had a long talk with Mrs. F. in the best way of dealing with the Chinese. She has some very sensible notions. She believes in being quite strict with them and always careful to demand from them respectful behavior and observance of good manners. The weather continues that. I had a talk with the Capt. about navigation. He told me of the mistakes that had made, a no. of ships & the ease with which some might have been avoided by taking care of bearings &c. The Capt. supported

he was telling the
Course a b-s. 7-9
are the location of two islands that were by full west. If he had taken his bearings thus simply taken the angles placed out the lines on his chart he would have known
that his course was A. E. and him on the weigh. The Capt.
the by no means a cold-water man.
Evidently thinks whiskey is blame
for many many moths.
Saturday, Aug 4-

I slept quite comfortably after the
Tinfin was quelled - slept so late I
did not get my letters post up this
A.M. But I hope they will be a
5th or Monday or Tuesday to get
to catch the Prince. Dr. McPherson
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This has been my most comforable day for a fortnight. My eyes had been relieved and I have been able to get in the line for a large part of the time. It has been hot - 96° on the thermometer here, a part of the day. I have been dull, sleepy, could not apply myself to reading much of the time. Read a little Storr's Life of Paul. Bought a small book, probably in the college library - I attempted to do something in Revelation but did not get very far. Was interested to look up the quotations and lessons to O. T. passages in it and the Reflector.

Monday, August 19

Capt. XX asked me to go to dinner with him. If I do not, I may as well get out of it.
in the water. Found the Gaelic mail—no letter from mother was very welcome as I hadn’t nothing from home the previous two. I received also a letter from the Rev. Adams Miss. Bp. Church asking for a letter they have organized the whole church into a Miss. Society. The papers were interesting & I read quite a little in them. Came back with the Capt. but a splendid sail astern. The 5 miles in 20 minutes.

Weidt & Cleveland Miss. Phinn went after us. We had a pleasant social evening. They especially Cleveland, made various attempts to tease me but did nothing more than to increase the general entertainment of all present.

Tuesday. Aug. 7 1858.

I did little but lie in the house—must write Memorials to meet Lake. Had a bath at 5.30 A.M. & planned to go again in the
a heavy storm and a heavy storm. It came up in the afternoon and it was impossible. Captain W. came about 6 P.M. He is a compact fellow, little Englishman, and a very pleasant fellow. He was the engineer on the Hunchow armed coaster. They had experienced very much weather from Shanghai to England, and they could not sleep. Captain W. came in about 6 o'clock, having been thoroughly drenched by the rain, both tide and wind were against him so he had landed on the rocks outside of the ship, leaving his men to bring the boat back. A storm came up with great unexpected suddenness here. The mustard clouds combined to fill the air so we could see nothing. I read with interest the Baptist, the Baptist's report of the London Missionary Conference. There is to be a Conference...
Shanghai in 1890 - Wednesday Aug 7

A clear day again - Capt N & his son went to Shantung after breakfast. I interviewed him on the subject of land & then went with him to look at some possible building sites. The news was confirmed with the Pines for who own the old mission property - of a possibility of buying up part of that land. Mrs. Smithe would probably know it - the land running back towards the East, looking towards Formosa Island. I have not yet been able to learn anything of Mrs. S's old nurse. My time has been principally spent in the hammock reading - Capt N went at 5 p.m. He reports the Lee Sang a fine ship not over two years old & a total close above Chefoo. The Divar Dongzi a new fact.
A beautiful steamer not a year past ran on to an unknown rock in the Gulf of Oman; being lost in her compartment, they floated her off got her to Hong Kong where the brick was patched up; though she will never be as staunch as before.

Rocks or such things.

This is the beginning of a great Chinese feast the people come from a distance of 60 miles to worship at the temple here, the goddess descends from here, they have set up a theatre under an enormous tree on the other side - a miserable gang whistle and squeaking of voices is an invariable accompaniment.

I had a good bath to-night.

Poor Campbell is a sight to behold.

He is covered with Job-like sores.

Great remembrance. No book for not prudent to keep quiet.

It is strange that a great many who never before entered from Prickly Pear now are in remission.

This year I have no need to draw.
The jingling minstrels, "Nasty" 24 sounds of the theatre are just started up with renewed vigour, followed by volleys of fire-crackers - probably will continue all night. I shall think of Holmes's poem "High for the time "When silence like opium comes To heal the brine of sound.

Miss T. says it is "brine" - I thought it was "blows". Thursday Aug 4th.

At Miss T.'s suggestion I put cotton in my ears & was not much troubled by the noise. Slept very well - In the morning Capt. H. suggested that he would take a party to the Cape of Good Hope. Lighthouse of Dr. Cosland visited togs. He wanted the Dr. to see a third child down then if he would thinking the child's eyes might possibly be helped. Dr. C. Dr. McPherson Minstrel show - It had a long pull down.
no wind blew against us, but the Cape is well built against it. The light stands high up on a promontory, a long flight of stone steps leads all the way from the shore to the enclosure at the summit. A space of two acres or a little more is enclosed by a stone wall within which everything is as neat as a man of war. The keeper lived in a house just beside the Chinese also have quarters. It is a pleasure to see a clean place with Chinese men living in it.

The keeper, a polite, friendly, noble Spaniard, Elizaga was most hospitable. He set his table with cloth and dishes, brought in some of his own food and his servant set meat out on a platter. He had a dinner long to announce. For the breezes came in through the windows cool and fresh as a breath from the Atlantic. After dinner we visited the light, a fine one, French made—kept in perfect order.
The Chinese are one by one approaching the coast, appearing like a city of light. This light has a brilliance of 15 miles. At Breaker Point a few miles below is another that reaches 30 miles. An English lamp.

The woman did not come with her blind baby but me and a delightful trip. The Dr. seemed to be amply repaid for it. Mr. McPherson was a little sick and brought it out. Mrs. W. seemed to enjoy it. She seems quite in her element in a boat. We had a very good run but not enough to make an exciting sail. I got my bath after a nap.

Friday still comfortably cool. The thermometer is 53° lower than a few days since—only 83° on the veranda. Most refreshing coolness. Cloudy. Two flights of stairs at 6 A.M., after a good night's rest. Did some writing this morning. Took a nap after dinner. Read a little. Capt. W. read a letter of English illustrated papers.
that had some interesting cuts. Also the Scientific American of July 23rd.

You see I am taking a full vacation. By next week I hope to get back again, but there needed this trip to rally from the pain and discomfort of the previous day. I shall for weeks have need to keep very quiet and do little. It is poor policy to avoid myself at all here.

Saty Aug. 11th

Cool most of the day. Capt. W. said the thermometer was 90° about 9 A.M. I arranged to send Sek-Sum up with my washings. Some errands at noon with the Commissary - the Storekeeper whose boat comes down every day for orders. But the Capt. came down to the shore just before the boat was to start - in quite a flurry. The thermometer was close to 70° the couple of days before - the sky looked dark.
ed threatening the thought of there would be a heavy flow by night "out of the N. Nest" as I kept the bay here it did not blow very hard after all but rained was as stormy he could not have come back I read - finished the H. M. Smith in the afternoon wrote a letter to the Mr. Adams Chi.

Sunday Aug 12

Still cool - this is a most delightful refreshing break in the heat oppressive weather - slept about 10 A.M. - also took nap during the day. - Read Stalker's Life of Paul & finished the N. Adams letter - at 5 P.M. attended service at the Sanitarium - Mr. Gibson preached on I Thesalonians 119:23 very good but a triple rambling - not very likely I thought to arise. Though I trust it set people to thinking.
Miss F. I remained with her supper at Mrs. Libious invitation. Afterwards Miss F. & Mr. G. discussed the Dutch cold question. The Dutch question. Miss F. & Mr. G. discussed the Dutch cold question. Generally I listened with interest. I was also amused at watching Miss Libious who is Dutch & a strong partisan, but she did not say much of anything. The most exasperating thing is the colored self-complacency of English subjects. Their great reliance for what is sanctified by custom & British usage. I keep out of all discussions.

Monday. Aug 13/86.

Bath in the morning. Splendid great rollers. Best bath yet. I felt better than for a long time. I did a very good day's work. Re-touched my burnt Adams letter. Wrote to the Mr. St. Commin with an accompanying note to Mr. Giddings. In the afternoon wrote to Whitney & Secorville two men whom I hope to see in the first some time. I had a good bath again at night. Do not see the Argonaut. Frank Bishop San Francisco paper. It would be
ade while to get a copy to read, so his letters against the Romanists reach the Milton "Amenam" spirit with which it is edited. Dr. Cushman took it and showed me a copy at noon. I asked the Mr. Adams people to send a copy of their paper to me at that time. The paper's address is Miss Willie A. Gleason if you care, probably get my letter today if you want it.

Dr. Cushman & Miss Hancock took tea with Miss Field's two sisters on the porch till after 5 - I did some writing after that to finish my letter to Sculls.

Tuesday Aug 14/88

A bright, beautiful morning - Cool and dry. - Of course one cannot own in the sun but it is delightful going out sitting on the verandah when I am writing. I went to K. up yesterday with my wash & to do a bit of Errands.

This morning the boat came down bringing him & a lot of things for the Campbell's. Myself. - Ross C. has been ill with Arthritis B. in the arm & leg great days. Miss I. have come down in the boat & join at the Campbell's. She & a special friend of Mrs. C. S. She will go back in
The bath at 6 P.M. was good. I stayed no longer than usual.
I read some amusing instances of long-prize hunters. After Miss Richard of the other section had been here some time, she went with Mr. B. to a station. While he was preaching to the men, thought it well to give the women some words of counsel as she supposed so she told them, "they should teach their children — they should teach their children every day." The women did not seem very impressed. Mrs. D. fire asked if she knew what she had been telling these women? "Why," she said, "I told them to teach their children — did I not?" Oh no, you told them to "hit" their children. "Hit them every day." The difference is "hit."  

It was a rising inflection at the end of the word "hit."  

Two men Mr. Lane and Mr. Silsbee once went to sign medals to much at the end of 6 men. They walked
Dear Sir,

I am writing to express my appreciation for your company's excellent service. Your prompt and courteous assistance during my recent purchase was truly commendable. I was very pleased with the product and appreciate the money-saving offer you provided.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Wednesday Aug. 15. Another very comfortable day. I took my bath and practiced some elevation exercises besides doing some reading after breakfast. The day passed much as usual.

Curtier had a telegram announcing that his visitors would be here soon or rather that they left Shanghai. Miss Fildes was planning to go to Huk Chiao for some days to attend to some necessary matters and was to leave her work in any way she urged me to transfer my goods to stay at her house till her return the first of next week. In the evening I called at the Sanatorium.

Thursday Aug. 16th

Temperature 58º to 78º. Miss T. went up in the launch & I proceeded to move my traps here into the little tins roomed cottage. Whose I hope to occupy in September at Miss T. Goes to the Sanatorium with Mrs. Kyne to see the more plans to do...
I have done quite a little reading to-day. Reviewed the first 5 chapters of Mark — read over a lot of speeches written out by my mother last Spring — Benjamin Disraeli's Speech on the Tariff — C. H. M. Defares on politics very much. Had a fine youth in a few moments — the waves were so high one of them knocked me off my feet. But I had great fun swimming up and down. There is a strong wind blowing at Foochow, I fear. Capt. W. thinks a typhoon is off the Japanese coast. Capt. Priddin thinks it not far from Foochow, the formative island. The sky was "a lurid sight to dread to see" — then suddenly dark overhead with the most great masses of heavy purple to-night. A typical sky — a quite squall then first as I sat down to tea, but no further. A few moments to expect a comfortable night.
by some freak of association so
that I want to jot down an ex-
pression used by a N. Y. Correspon-
dent of
The Argus—speaking of the well-
paid under-worked Officials in
the N. Y. municipal Office. He calls
them "three patriots for famous-
mony." Perhaps it is not original but
it is a neat phrase.

Friday Aug. 17

Both at 6:15 a.m. the morning
was already clear it would have
been too late. After a little
voice practice I came back to
breakfast on eggs, toast, and
oatmeal. The butter the best I
ever tasted. It comes from
Scotland. It cooks with a gilly-
During the forenoon my much
er man came and made some
notes to read by him to shanty-
I met an invitation to dine
with the Campbells which
made a pleasant break in
the day - the discussed missions problems chiefly. They seem better

that C. has a large assortment of tools yet. This afternoon I

read a few chapters in Mark and

took a nap - since dinner time. I read part of Jeremiah and chapters in "Rome and the Early Christians," the

second of Semler. A heavy rain squall with strong wind came up

at 4 P.M. fog set in both.

The crew amused me by practicing his assortment of English words

upon me - "sub-pah" was the last.

There is nothing that a Christian seems to take more pride in than

in aiming his knowledge of another language -

Saty, Aug. 8 P.M.

The has further drawn upon his stories of the Anglos. I was to - try to - he said

what he should have seen clearer to -

"K E-ton-lee" I did not recognize
Thompson be smiled & said gently, "Yes"—the light began to dawn—she added—"To-mul-low-toon make Rehtstoon—" "Oh" I said—"to-moon now make "Reggies"—
a Scotch dish of fish, rice with a little pork or something in the way of flavor—a toothsome dish.
Bathing to-day has been good, water good, temperature clear—
I read some more Chinese book
ed with some members of the Critic, read in "Rome & the E. Chistian" and had a long talk with"
Mr. Campbell. Their eldest child
Louise is ill to-day—"trivial trouble—but I trust not serious."
The weather is delightful but not
foggying. There was music from the Customs building all day; of foibles, talking, singing, clapping their hands and
stamping their feet unnecessarily.

A number went by afterwards, and the voices then also were indicative of potatoes neither mild nor light.

In the water while bathing I felt some tremendously strong whiffs of the strongest liquor. Wherever I got near the men from Barton Wharf in the water, I assumed they were from Dr. Pollok, the post-physician of a young Irishman who came on there a very straight and sharp fellow who has been known by the social customs. His practice does not amount much in the port home but any confidence in him. Last year he had a fit at a dinner on Sundays, what men have called "the blues." When he came over a new leaf—only to turn it back again a few days later. When he was offered wine at a dinner on Sunday night.

This A.M. I took an ante-breakfast walk, saw another instance of the influence of foreigners. A Chinaman was engaged in reading the Chinese Times.
Court when the four daughters of Capt. Fother a German pilot, a German by the name of Hafloep, who is engaged to one of them. Several other young men exercise daily at Sundown. In order to play till dark last night I hav the Concerto they for two days the Rea-than is set at work Sunday morning. However I suppose we should not think the they do not play on Sunday.

The day was passed by me in reading, making out an analysis for a prayer meeting talk, writing a letter to a young man in Boston who inquires for answers to the following question: 'the general work in your portion of the Country (That is the interest taken in Christianity by the Chinese, your expression &c.) - Are they generally tractable? of an ingenuous nature? Are they suspicious? as of a suspicious nature? Do they treat strangers with respect? Do they think them smart, cute, or deceitful?
As there are many merchants here from America or England;...in short a general description of the country, climate, people, customs, habits, mode of government & domestic happiness of the people? - He is a stamp collector also - My first impulse was to write a postcard to tell him the "Amoureaux" was Artemas was 200 years old. At his 80th birthday he was a recent member of the Temple while he is not likely to get much recognition. In the meantime I wrote him a letter. Answered some of his questions for the last referred him to William's various other books on China. Also began a letter to Dr. Goodwin in answer to one from him.

At 3 p.m. I went to service. Mr. Gibson preached from the R.V. of John V: 39: a good treat on "Reality vs. Formality in Religion. After service I took a walk about the island. After tea I felt low some.
Miss went to Mrs. Campbell's. I spent the morning pleasantly talking with them. The children are having a hard time - both the little girls are ill. Poor little Laura was crying revolving over the administration of a dose of 'hot-drops.'

Monday, Aug. 21.

A beautiful morning. I was up by 5-15. I had my bath before the sun. I came out or rather 'out-came' as the Chaucer say. After half an hour's voice practice I had time to do a little writing. Capt. Milchinis has gone to tbspins after his visit to the ship. The 'Constant' came in at 3:30 A.M. as the Customs officer reports. The Captain's dog has just been in to make me a call, he took quite a fancy to me. The dog fancying as a gratification yesterday two or three of them were running about in the room during service and barked so loudly outside that it nearly drowned the last prayer. Besides upsetting the gravure of other
one of the girls present. At lunch, the cook informed me that "many
many people" are coming to-day.

Miss Field, Mr. Partridge, and perhaps others. So that really my fate for a
time I shall go back to Tut Cheek,
hoping not to lose what I have

 gained in strength and flesh, and looking to be here again next month

A little while after writing the
above T. K. came with a long

story of which I understood that somebody
wanted me to go to Capt. His have a

boy, whom I found his cook sitting in
the Capt.'s bedroom, before the dresser.

Wherein that prudent man keeps a
supply of medicines - the man on the
floor has cut his toe with a piece of tin. the little boy who is a sort
of ground man about the place. a young
man who is employed at the anting-

ing was looking at some bottles try-
ing to decide whether to Clark's

Blood Purifier or something else
"Peters" was the proper thing to read the wound. I got him to soak the foot in cold water till the bleeding stopped. Tried to plaster it but the plaster like everything else was too much affected by this climate to stick. So I did it up in Vaseline, tried to draw a lesson on the need of understanding or hope he took it in.

The past came down from the time of sailing up in the moonlight -

Tuesday Aug 21

Not much done, except some reading. Finds reading my mail now fully. The first letter from home was a great delight. May their shadow never grow less. I did a little more in arranging my scraps & clippings -

Wednesday Aug 22

This A.M. Mr. Campbell returned, eating the sweater. Gonna make paper by Dr. Aschmore into hats too -
He will not, of course, translate the whole book, but the sentences that few paradigms there are. He has his own interlanguage, and has all the translations in Romanised copies, their glosses, adjects in every dialect so it will be a great help in his work. Something which, once done, can be copied by all future missionaries. Then are almost no available books for them. The Germans Presbyterians have some but are not at all familiar with landing them among who seem to them like interlopers. Dr. Pengelly, the mission who went up river with us, has good command of both dialects. I read the Swatowise the gloss to Rev. C. the Huk-fu the first.

I worked from 9.30 till 11.30 this morning and found it as pleasant as profitable study as I had put upon the language it would as a good test for my pronunciation. I was given valuable points in Expressive Miss Huel had a copy also, interlined for
which she was not particular. So
I exchanged with her & have a book
in which to record the Corrections
parallel Expressions or other valuable
diversities made by the way.
It is prayer-meeting night. I try to
lead - I shall take the 2nd. of October
speaking. Of Gods choosing. Particularly
individual men women to do work
for him & the ends in which he
puts them - apply to ourselves. If
looking the cooperation of his people
will apply to us. In his letters
from m. a. to day from Japan.
he is full of business. the impatient
to get home - do his work - get back
here as we trust he may yet do.
he will do things if he is enabled
to carry on his plan. I think he will
get home while it is favorable
weather & while the College is in des-
sion.

Be the 15th of the
7th month it is a Chinese Feast.
for crediting the poor spirits
J. K. gave me in a brief from
chiah" "man–death–finished–
makes spirit–no–eat." After all
man is a spirit and has no food so
they make offerings of food to the
spirits of the dead–poor– but it themselves
On pray meeting was very good
my Misses O. Misses were the only one. Present–
I may mention up–

Thursday Aug 25
A very fine day. In a comfortable breeze
this evening, Mr. Cort was at
the Translating this forenoon continued
at 5 p.m., but the translator
is sick–has a cold I fear. I had
just flown down to see him–
I had a refreshing nap this day.

All available time has been given to
writing as my teacher renit to Am.

Monday–Mr. O. read a few copies
of the Boston Journal–it seemed
just like home to read them.
Friday Aug 24th 47

The young man was still unable to leave his bed. So I dined from room to room writing. And after dinner Mr. R. read over the appeal for a special day of prayer for China. The 2nd is the day we hope for.

If the Ningpo missionaries send back the paper in time— I went to Mr. Campbell in the afternoon to confer with him. Thinking we might get the letter off to him Goddard by the afternoon steamer to Shanghai. But he was asleep. I supposed the boy called him to sit down to wait. But he did not come for an hour an hour which time I spent profitably in reading.

At 5-10 Mr. Trotter the British Consul called. I enjoyed his visit more than I anticipated. The new American has arrived. I have heard that he is an agreeable gentleman.
Sunday Aug. 26th

A fine day. Service at 9 A.M. as usual but very long nearly an hour and a half.
It was the first time I had been since they began to take a collection.
It was properly done - I dislike
inviting or needing during the day. We
had a Bible class in the evening
and spent some time in preparing
the last part of Rev. Chap. 1 I found
it was my turn today - m. got on
fairly well and got some benefit
from it. I was interested in following
out the 5 1 symbols of the candle
sticks for the perfect no. seven which
is so often used in connection
with the symbol of Light. So I
wondered if this was not a vital
connection between than and God
Christ and the Holy Spirit and made
the name of Light - the Spirit symbol
used by the Divine Branch Candidate.
The ointment being Light in its
own spirit element is a
part of the representation of his theme. Don't seem too mystical to suppose that the seven in our idea is a more literal symbol of the divine nature as manifested to man. If that is the reason seven is the perfect number—because of the seven of God? Next time Mr. Campbell lectured and to finish Chapt. II + III took only one church this time—Mon. Aug. 27—N.B. never attempt 'bad mail'

Come which was good. I got one nice letter from Lizzie and one from my friends and from Teller from Mr. H. But this with whom I spent Sunday in Marshfield. It seems some plans of Teller were that day come to nothing. They had just come from Bunkers Church in Chelsea and Mady together,
of some practical work. Miss A. had a class of boys on the matter of a singing class that was taken on. This, it seems, belonged to a general neighborhood affair that improved their singing. She also organized a literary society of the girls who raised money by amateur talent, and by society dues which they had to purchase a new Communion set for the Church. I also contributed £1 towards a furnace they were talking about buying. That is paid for (200/-) they also have a new organ. Dr. H. M. Williams is there. It is the Ch. where Mr. Ford belongs - Kathie’s friend. I felt much interested in the place and my glad to hear of your report. In C. I began to read Revelation together and did a little. Written to the barber, he is happy. From the barber I did a little reading of


Chinese - Tuesday Aug. 28 -


In the P.M. I did a little in Chinese after a nap. went to Evan's in the "free boat" at 5 P.M. and after 9 P.M. back. Played two sets of tennis over there. Was beaten once the second time I beat Arnold 4:11: 6:3 against Mr. Gibson myself - but he was. Had not played but once before in a month -

Wednesday Aug. 29

This A.M. Jones arrived before breakfast and to see about getting on my starting desk - Dr. P. came over later to look at the work we talked about mission work also. I saw him a leaflet by A. Parkers were put into Chinese. It will go in a piece of paper about the size of this I will send us as soon as they are done. This morning
little matter interrupted the
morning. At Mr. C. & succeeded in
reading 5 chapters of Revelation.
I spent most of the afternoon working
at my newspaper clipping. Similar
occupation. I am making a desperate
attempt to get every thing of that time
Cleaned up & make a fair start as to
keep my newspapers all
"clipped" up to date. I need to get into shape
all my notes on whatever subject
I may have any plan to pursue
my future work. One must get plans &
apparatus into compact & commo-
cutshape here or nothing at all
will be done. We had a good
prayer meeting in the evening. Mr.
P. led reading II Cor. IV. 16. P. prayed
ability to God regardless of men.
Thursday Aug. 30.

Great again 5 chapters. C. is
a very good Greek Scholar. Not
brilliant but careful & correct

enthusiastically fond of the language.
The charactere has finished my stud-
ing good for any writing at it for
my first time. It is a neat pretty
thing out and am sure will be a
good thing for me. I don't like
to sit all the time - This after-
noon I re-arranged a lot of papers
and essays seems to get them
into good shape - hope to declain
myself from the charge of being
Carless about Miss. I had a fine
to-night went to Shinton and
called a few moments on Mrs.
Surrus two of the ladies who
were upon the train - had an
exceed but could not do it as part
of the people were at the Island.
Mr. St. John took the Women who
are studying in the Bible - Women's
class on an excursion to the island.
Miss T invited them to the other
house then put her boy to exjort them about the place. They
had a fine time - Friday Aug.

warm again - C I read five
more chapters in Rev. After dinner
I did some more work on newspapers
took a nap. went to Mrs. P. S. T
took afternoon tea - an unusual
indulgence for me. Mrs. R. had in-
vited the Campbells, also Mrs.
Terry & Mrs. Urquhart to come &
bring their children. Mrs. K. is
the wife of the man who has the
machine-shop or ice-machine
next the Sugar-Works. She is
French & seems to be a very good
lady-like person. But neither she
nor Mrs. U. would be invited out
by any of the people in the com-
community. Mr. P. & I called on the
Commissioner Mr. Woodruff - a
pale man with light complexion &
blue eyes. Versus his hair
like Prof. Caven & of small size
I may very likely wear mine by
the time I see America again.
He had a pleasant call - hope
for him an agreeable neighbor.
He had a good prayer-meeting
tonight - all the princesses but
a two-year-plant - they go out
again to the Chapel tomorrow
again.
Less than a month remains before they come in for the next Communion & there is much Cholera yet as we do not like to send them out to unknown places.

Saturday - Sept 12th - 1880.

I got to day - Mr. C. & I finished Revelation in Greek for my last profitable - I have not been able to accomplish much, it has been warm & I have not been able to concentrate my mind on much of anything - had a good row over to Swansboro & back. Saw the beginning of Miss Fields new boat. It is the flat-bottomed boat & better adapted than the old ones.

Mr. C. will be going up the Haw R. & Mr. C. will probably see it next mo. Until he can get me made. He is now gone for a trunk to take with him. Mr. C. went to Hagerstown & the river before he got there.
a permanent location anywhere. Mrs. Adler is back from the Island for a few days. I called after ten to pay my Board bill. She then has a plan for a cottage she hopes to build of the money for which she has asked is given. Mrs. Ross went down today to start till hours to go back. Takes two hours at the Sanatorium. Then I go occupy the little cottage & take my meals at the S. Sunday 17/2/08.

9.30 P.M. Probably unwisest thing of afternoon service while I am back from the Bible Class at Mr. Campbell's. I have attended service at 9 A.M. & P.M. putting a large part of the remaining time on reading, sketching and the lessons in Rev. I don't quite see the reason that the 47th Church has taken of 47th.
in Christian History. Yet a parallel can be found— in many respects interest-ing, using phrases that will also appeal quite well to the 7 trumpets' interpretation that Dr. Smith gives in the Rubaiyat Commentary. He had an interesting study— each having a part assigned. Mr. P. gave The historical dates & geographical allusions. Miss F. the correspondence between the attributes of Christ mentioned in the address toeccle-chus of the xvii. or xvi. binculmment promise. I give the grounds of the periodic theory. I foortunate that to find my study was ful some time. Our study will no doubt be broken as we in the away more from—

Monday Sept. 3/88:

...at again. I gave the forenoon part of the afternoon largely to itting. also studied some Chinese— I took my "pills" in the "322-boat" an the day was were invited to tea at the Campbell's. Had a pleasant company.
There was a theatre in full blaze. In back of the house were all steps out to highest the sight. The scene was weird enough as we mounted the brick gate but passed a little temporary booth full of things to be worshipped. The Afermos across the street were hanging more of lanterns—a little beyond we stood amid a crowd of people who met outside the theatre in a booth some 7 or 8 feet high, that as the floor was at that elevation the roof probably 9 or 10 feet higher, the stage was small but more than 16 x 8 ft. distance say at most. Some times chauffeurs would move. The place was lighted by two torches—chandeliers giving a light like a gasoline burner. Such as U. S. Sherrill use,— making the stage very bright. The street is narrow and the houses facing several stories on either side shut in the scene like the inside of a building—above you could only see the time they. The stairs,
While some of the belongings seemed extremely primitive the Emperor's home of the costumes was rich in color and elegantly embroidered. The Emperor was her represented in one scene with gray eyes, a mack white with five eyes, and a long thick beard. Apparently in one scene a child that had been stolen had returned as a wooden doll in long clothes serving as the child. Then three or three came in and a dialogue began the Emperor ceremonies, such as allegiance and taking charge of the child. Then the woman who stole the child came in to make her plea for release. Women alone performed, thus taking the female parts. This was with through a vast amount of pantomime of "woven fabric of waving hands." The pantomime I was told was the most important part of the acting. No faces at the booth, but the combined Buddhas (we胖子 had left to take a little opening) worshipped of the Emperor. I wondered if the actors alone were worshipped. This might bequit in Knapps's or a County of Religion.
Thursday Sept 1st

Mrs. P. has an ill turn like mine of July 5th & could not come to meals. My day was not much different from previous ones. Writing + some Chinese - a pull on the way for exercise - in the evening Mr. P. proposed a game of dominos & played a short one - I beat 'by a neck' at 30-0 when he was 270 or more.

Wednesday Sept 5th

This forenoon wished to accomplish a good bit as they say down South but did nothing except get ready to come to the Island - attended to a lot of Errands - settle up with James. He is quite responsible in his charges - He only charged 2/6 for the work on my standing desk - I think the deal about the tops would have cost that at home. He made me a pair of short corns - about 9 ft long - with brush tops & leathered for 1/6 - myrequent writing desk he told me to try is a was filling up in face of this climate - He put it in good order with corners fleshed around the outside for 25 it is much
Stranger than ever—When my goods were together it seemed they
would be lost. But I seemed to find them all. I want to keep busy
and have a variety of work. I was obliged, too, to provide changes of clothing
for it may be cooler. I was very hot to-day. On the water for the first
half hour (2.07 to 2.30 P.M.) I had to use a fan. Later a heavy current
was starting. There was great stir to-night, and after we arrived
taking down Miss's things and bringing them to the
Sanitarium also putting mine in
order. My only companion on the
way was Capt. H. Came in and had some lunch
with him. Here it seems as to be, here
and a day or two—Thursday, Sept 6th, 1888

A rather slow day for work—a little
Chinese morning and afternoon, and
lunch reading of Thoreau's sketch of the
English people at the Sanitarium.
Before I came down from dinner.
In the evening they played a new
game of letters which Milton
Bradley calls "Block"—my head
was too much of the game to worry
Friday, Sept. 22

A boat at 5:30 A.M. then directed

Elevation. Half an hour. Come back

My little "me" house. Miss T.

Boy brought me breakfast. I had ample time to get prepared

for going up in the steamer-launch

at 7:30. The tide was down. We

made slow passage. It is the

first time I had been in it.

Mr. Allen is very kind about

inviting me to come in and have

do it at but I do not think

I shall often take the privilege.

I do not feel at ease with these

people particularly I do not want

to be beholden to them much.

I was very hot at first which

I found Mr. Campbell and started

to go up country in the large
Foot. Mrs. C. is ill. But the 64 both thought she would be better in a day or two so she raised some away. Mrs. P. I found quite unwell still. Had a bad night Wednesday. I did not see her but spoke a few words with her as I was standing in the study. Her voice sounded as if she was not strong. 

Her hope to be at one foot at a mission. Family from there. 

I did a good evening service. Took a nap before time studying had a fine sail down at 11:30 P.M. a cool refreshing breeze rousing strong tide - then a bath. After the we had a short song at the sanatorium. It is still warm tonight. I hope for a good night. 

Sat. Sept 5/88 

Had it at 5:45 - then a little elevation practice - worked on my sermon all the morning - put off the evening one new room too sleepy didn't last my own nap - stayed at the sanatorium after dinner as it was cooler there had a pillar lights heat at 7 P.M.
A funny incident was told at the 65th the other day of Mrs. Regalls experience at the City Home years since when she was Miss Thorne, a mission. She and Miss Thompson were sleeping together in a room in an building then; as it was a cool night they had a bottle of hot water at their feet.

Mrs. T. thought she heard a noise and she was not to be wakened. Soon a rattling was heard among the dishes; in a moment a light was seen right up in the roof. Mrs. T. (she thought) jumped out of bed and out of the door (or window) to find which. Her voice continued to shrill as long as her voice remained. The chapel keeper and one of the machinists who were at the chapel came up soon after. Thrum for the thief, but did not look in a little Courtyard of their room, where he hid and sneaked after all was quiet. It seems that after the manner of Athens they had named the town of the men who went.
that he made the name I found that 66 the inmates were aware—some of the men said when they heard the screams they thought the "Tor Kochi (woman young woman)" was being killed as others usually carry broomsticks with knives at the end where with to find any

flying persons why after a cry

Miss N. could not speak when they arrived at home the Chinamen said "I jiang kai to sea." "She made a racket till no voice"—Miss N. had kept perfectly still

grasping the hot water bottle deter-
mind to make it was the intruder's

head. After she was slept

then and believe anywhere in the

Country without returning with

knives at the end of the room.

Sunday Sept 9th

Cooper I spent most of the
day in trying to complete my prep-

aration for the evening, trying

not to think of it. I would rather

preach in the First Church Bos-
ton or in Nashville than with this
part. There is a prejudice against Americans among missionaries in general that one learns to expect - it is a difficult audience touch - the missionaries need great faith - to show someone - most of the "Community" need very plain direct preaching - but do not like it. Some of the pilot families have an unusually

count of self-righteousness.

I read Ex. xix. 4 Luke xxiv.

and 3 hymns thus short prayers,

then spoke from Hosea viii.

"Let us follow Krom, let us follow to know the Lord; how going forth is
to the morning." R.V.

Later, short statement of Moses' life's

work.

Explanations - the 3 words "Krom" -

meaning a full, complete intimate knowledge - "follow" to Engin -

pursuit as of enemies, of wealth - of strong drink - "sun" form -

established, (like Daniel's three签名, "Lord" - Jehovah, God of the Covenant.
I. Let us know, let us follow on to know the Lord.

So it natural for man to know. Follow on to know. "Yes it is the key to the main spring of human progress. Has given life to cheering communes. We would not be here to-day were it not for that. It is seen in all the new movements and intellectual activities in life."

But it does not seem natural for man to follow. To know the less. They rather alike know. What know.ledge they have.

"He can be known by His works. His Word. His Son. We are not naturally inclined to follow."

We know things but should care for eternal life. "at stake. See John, 3, 17."

II. "This going forth is as the morning. A special time of refreshment as how indicated. Not going forth is certain. It was on Sinai (Ex. xix) for two days. He was to be in a thick cloud. The third day He appeared - so He said."
small depart from him were 69
punished: for 400 yrs. no message came
thence, but at last the Chay-b'ming
from a high winter then: (cf. Josh. 5:1)
but that light seemed quenched by
dark. Yet the "thick cloud" which
remained but two days - over the
third day going forth was "seven as
the morning". The great blessing
of the resurrection can hardly be ap-
preciated by us. Who have never
always known it, but when in awe
the darkness of euthanasia it shames
forth (cf. feast here a week ago)
Our Lord's going forth was certain,
so is that of all who trust him.
Illumination of the atmosphere. that
made not a storm at the birth
of a harbor where so earliest ships
were strangers because of the fearful
within - (borrowed from H. H. Newcomb).
They will be yet another going
forth; that is certain. Cf. King-
Smi's "Vision of Sin" - "God made
there an awful place of doors".
He will go forth in judgment,
Men must meet him. How can
we think His coming?
Recall Ex. xix: During the two days the people were bidden to purify themselves and wash their garments. So now while God may seem almost hideous, in His eye to be "ready" to wage war upon men (c.f. that Ex. Xix. in Rev.) therefore they are "Blessed as they that wash their robes" (Rev.).

Conclusion

Thus commenced the three going forth. 1. The law was given by Moses.

2. Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ and Resurrection.

3. As these were certain so will the last going forth in glory of judgment to those in the time to be preparing for that by following on to know the Lord.

The congregation was all women but Dr. Logall. They gave me good attention. Miss Hae said distinctly enough in announcing my hymns to the text. But this she enjoyed the hymns, two or three, "satisfied" with it. I tell the ladies an unexpected effect on. Changes the whole current of our plans.
Our boat was expected down from Miss E. H. Sunday morning, A.M. But after ten o'clock Sunday morning the steamer arrived with a note for Miss E. stating that Mrs. P. was worse or had been worse, that Mrs. P. was finding it hard taking care of her.

A note also came to Miss F. from Mrs. C. expressing a wish that she might come up to take care of Mrs. P. for a little time. So she went as soon as the thing could be packed.

Monday, Sept. 10th, 1888

Miss F. must have the launch, expecting to be back at night though for my mail and my teacher.

I felt decidedly Monday's work of preparing for teaching was quite hard. I read a little in the morning in the cabin but my head was not fit for study. In the afternoon I took up my one sister's stories, stories of the missions, and Rome; sitting in a long chair in the cool East room in the Sanatorium. It is equal to what the English call "penny dreadfuls" if you want a pirate yarn this long.
It seized as a mental narration to me & I felt refreshed & I don’t doubt it is a very profitable book on general principles.

Thursday Sept 11th

In the night I awoke & the particular story came into my head. This is a most horrible song in it that the vassal singing:

“Fifteen men on the dead man’s chest
Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum
Drinks and the devil has Mary in the hat
Yo ho ho & a bottle of rum”

Which for sheer diabolism surpasses anything I ever heard & it sticks to my mind like Punch brother punch with cud.

At 9 A.M. a man came in from Mr. Alcorn with my mail which had come down the night before but that mail I mistrusted probably.

I wasn’t a little alarmed Monday night when I saw that Mrs. A was not on the launch. Tarry that Mrs. A might be much worse. But Mr. Reeves came down & said she was better but the bay was so rough it was bad crossing.

My mail was a good one. A letter from Father two letters from
Another note from Van Rensselaer.

In a letter from Mr. Rensselaer, I was very glad to get such full news from home. I knew that you got to the island and hoped you would. That young lady whom the Chicago papers told you about Mrs. Mrs. Lucy Hess who crossed in the Belgium with us. I am glad to know the particulars of her case — quite a coincidence that Island heard of her in this way. Mr. B. sent me a copy of the Advocate today, with the three little things. Rensselaer seems to have re-remembered an old friend. It seems older, that Van will not come until this year, but there is some chance of his coming here if he comes anywhere. I am glad that Father has that wrist watch. I did a little reading in the evening, played some music, centenary games, etc. The Sanitarium letters are which are, very royal. I sent the chokers — a little. I was reading more magazine, Mrs. C. greatly by treating her.
No one came down at night so we went to bed in doubt as to Miss F's condition.

Wednesday Sept. 12

Another beautiful day with Coolding East wind - I was fortunate in finding my books escaping serious injury from white ants again. They came up upon the mantel but only got through a page or two of an unused note book.

At 10 A.M. Miss Fielden's footman arrived with a hand full of letters for me & 3 for Miss Ryall - I opened what looked like the busiest I found that Miss. I had a bad night & Miss F. had decided to send for all her things that came down again. She also needed Miss Fielden to help. Each had written a note to the day before announcing plans for a visit next week. So all her goods except what I want to use are packed. She of Miss Phillips this P.M. I had a letter of Miss Phillips this P.M. I had a note from Miss Fielden this P.M. to come in an any way that I am taking life in an easy way that probably I shall not have the chance again. I fear Miss Ryall to be here long - as I fear Miss Fielden also is going to leave tomorrow on account of Miss Fielden's return of the launch closing to run. All the Savages people go up tomorrow. This evening I went to look at the house occupied.
Rutherford, by Mr. Allison, owned by Capt. Milburn, who came in yesterday to see if we could buy that a lot next it with the walls of an unfinished house upon it & this little cat. He makes a very reasonable offer—Then I had a short pull in the little boat & a fine bath.

Mrs. Hyall was at Taku Club today. Reports Mrs. P. very weak but a little better.

Thursday Sept. 13/00

Warmer—a dip in the sea at 6 a.m. The sun was up so I did not dare stop but a moment. Had it not been cloudy would not have gone in still. This sun is a good thing but a "little of him goes a great way." To be exposed for hours is very bad. I heard of a fine young man in Formosa, clerk in the Customs who must 20 minutes too early to the tennis field pealed fifteen very ill. I heard probably have a long fever.

This morning I looked over some illustrated papers after breakfast including the Capitol of Punch.
The forenoon passed with nothing more exciting than the much-jacket man's arrival. At dinner I found that Mr. Pope was going up with Capt. Hoken and decides to go with them. Had a slow sail landed at the German Consulate in Santos. The pilot boat stuck in the mud as it was only half-tide. Capt. Hoken took the harbor pilot who was at hand to take me off in a boat a little larger than my wash-tub. Capt. Hoken by the way had luck first. Several times, up the U.S. man was asked to come in on the Lummocks at Lisa.

This shows roughly the course of the cruise and against the exultations of this man he took the course to the island. Capt. Hoken thought the rock for 700§3 or about that that laid out.
Considerable money to mean the 2000s, of francs sound to letters.

A few days ago a Robe was found with no 2000s in it. Summer has since been brought up which he will open as soon as the others who are to have half its contents come in. I found the people in a better condition than I expected at the Compound. Mrs. P. was pitting upon a long chair & looking bright. She had been a letter from Emeline Spratt. Which I had the pleasure of reading. I had some writing on an article & dictated a letter home.

Friday, Sept. 14th

Wrote again ship for the island at 10. 45, wind against us, but naval Comfortable trip. Tried the Chinese Recorder in the trip. I have substitute for the 'Chinese Milliners' for the Chinese Reading Books. This has been a beautiful day. I studied Chinese after dinner.
And my name in Mark 7:18 in Kerke’s Greek Grammar; I took a nap in a splendid bath-sauna at the Sanatorium after tea — it is quite splendid. Finally, I played the "Blitz" game of falling. Miss Black, Miss Ricketts, Mr. and Mrs. Blythe, Miss Hankins, and Mr. Duffin. We beat by one word — Longines, pleased to have his brother back again. Long was detained at the Don on account of repairs on the chapel which he was overseeing. I, K., is helping with the table and they like him very much. He will be a good boy to have. I hope he will show more interest in study.

July 10th, 1968

A warmer day, but not very uncomfortable. A bath, morning and evening, has kept me in good condition. Had a rather full day, quite full for a Saturday in the rain season. Wrote a letter to the President. Before breakfast, I wrote a letter to the Governor on the Museum Compound. Before breakfast, after that meal, finished the letter. Read it up by the Composers. Wrote a
little on Prof. Garrett's exercise. Then read Chinese till 11:30 then took a nap. After dinner talked with Miss Ricketts about some N. Y. facts she made it difficult.

Cooked over a few newspapers & put two hymns into Romance. This A.M. fixed a plan which proves well. In reading Luke when I come to a new character I asked L. H. for a definition & put down what he said instead of looking it up in the book. That gives me a list of idiomatic sentences & also synonyms which cannot fail to be valuable. At 4 p.m. I tried a row in the "will" boat but it leaked badly, was so poorly trimmed I had to row almost wholly with my left hand as the bridge was French. Mr. Pollak wife was fresh. He has been on vacation two wks. Broke the picture in China 2 days. Health is not too well. She sings quite well with Miss Black sang some Scotch songs.

Sunday Sept. 16th

Freeman: I wrote an article for The Advocate this A.M. 1:30 a
little in H. Gattan Guinness's book on prophecy. After dinner, I skinned through one of Ponsy's book cases and found most of the articles, etc. At 5 P.M. I went to Service. Mr. Duffus preached an Expository sermon on the 73rd Psalm, very good. Then they proposed a walk. I went with Mr. D. Miss walk and I went on Black. Miss Hawkins to a hill on the point of the island at a short time.

Monday Sept. 11th.

This A.M. after a short drive I worked an hour finishing a letter for the Advocate. Went out with a note to Mrs. More by Dr. Cowland. I worked quite steadily but made me sleepy for the whole forenoon. But succeeded in accomplishing a little Chinese vocal. In the afternoon, at 5:20 I went with Long Lang for a walk of the Temple. We saw some "fishermen" haggling their nets. I struggled to ask some questions. I did. L. H. preached some questions. I did. Quite a little Chinese talker, but not quite a Chinese per se. We, they, inclined, took great part of some Chinese food and asked him about eating the Premiere race. One old man
showed a little curiosity. Then no spoke of the resurrection, and
lucky young fellow said, "If death
tack old man with my needle,
he will rise again, ouch?"
We got both sadducees and
here. I began my talk to-night,
how had been a most beautiful moon
light this evening. Tuesday 9th
Another day with the same programme
as yesterday— We took an walk
to-day, met quite a number of
new friends to talk and experimented
upon them with what words
have at command. They are purely
as a general thing. Before me there
several men were sitting. The reverend
ask us to sit— hence we by going in a
putting on a clerical countenance. We
walked some time silent, after which
had talked a little of the gospel. I had a
hand in little of the gospel. Had a
paper of Mark near the account
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Wednesday Sept 19 - 82

This AM I sent a note to Mr. P. (I believe one for my friend who stayed a little past day) asking for a book and other things by Mr. McKinon who is staying here signs up in a gigue.- morning. At night he brought back the answer. He to the front room right back. I had a chance to see him again tonight.

So mom is a first-day. I looked over a pile of papers this noon. The most interesting thing was the list of things at home. I found a trunk of things of interest. This has been a very trying day.

We visited the temple again, have a lot of idols. Some are white ants. It is very sad to think of the people worshiping such things. A little boy was going about with a stick & a bundle of incense sticks. He was lighting lamps & sticks. Then we had a man of 10 going along with a bundle of the
Very warm this A.M. Stayed at the Sanitarium & wrote on the last of my Y.P.S.C.E. letter & read it to Mr. Lynch Thos. Ricketts who approved. Hope it may be printed. I am yet in doubt about my last Examiner Venture.

At 4-15 Miss Fields Miss Napier came in & brought my mail. I looked at it a little & went to the Sanitarium. The three hours I had there were three glorious ones. Had an exceeding delightful visit. In the evening, my Journal Club came. I read part of it to Clara who was quite bewitched. Just having such full accounts from home, I was especially glad after knowing that dad and mother were having so good a vacation, that Alice came home a bright & cheerful time. The birthday celebration was a good idea. I felt very sorry for her last year. I had a bright cheerful letter from Davis with hope of accounts of Sequim & the whole. However, Miss Secor in the line of benevolence. I am delighted that Miss Merrick is waking up. I shall write him as soon as possible.

Friday Sept 1st

Love to the family. Good bye in P.M.
Saturday, Sept. 21st - Much of the day was given to preparation for Sunday. At night the last evening all the parties met at the Sanatorium to play a game of 'letters.' Mrs. C. Miss Ricketts & I beat Dr. L. Mr. Busher & Miss Black 10 to 7.

Sunday, Sept. 22nd - I passed the day quietly - tried to get ready for the 5 P.M. service - had a little at last the hour came - there were several young men in. 119 in the whole congregation, I believe. They gave me very good attention. I took Luke VIII. 18 for text. I read from Ps. 119: 87, 88. 2 Kings 4: 14 - 21. Committed on vs. 16 - tell them about Tommy Publisher's Experience. I opened it spoke of the freshness of the Bible truths, that it was the object of the writer to make them get new views of it. Then spoke of this passage, the key-word is 'reason.' The Reasoner assumes different classes of opinions - 1. the careless hearer. He lets the truths lie carelessly in his mind like any rubbish on the roadside.
Satun Speaks it away. Satan is a for

reality (dwell up on that). 2. The last

in fickle Heaven; not a consistent

but knows that rush. I have not the truth

proves in his soul. Expounded the figure

illustrated by a woman at the temple for

nearly a pupil of Mr. Johnson now Temple

Keeper. 3. The World. Law

not to blame for having needs or growing

thorns in the heart. But for letting them

grow up. the things in Gen. 4 Mat 21

3:15. Cast your care on the Lord. 4. Riches,

the deceitfulness of riches. They are not

intrinsically wrong. But the love of them

is wrong (Ex. 1:25). 5. Times of life. 6. We are to rejoice Ecom. But not to be the slaves of pleasure

4. The second beam. Who hears and

stands. Who keeps down (of 4:4) the seed

Yoming forth fruit with patience. (This

last expanded). The gain or loss is

shown in the last of the 18th. verse

of the failed man learner. What he had

he need not expect more. If he was what

he had, he would gain more as recompense.

The blessedness of being the learner than

is seen in vs. 2:1 Christ will reward.
... in his "mother" "mother" - I was a great honor to be the mother of his Lord (if Elizabeth the Magnificent) - my Lord on the cross in all his pain provided for his mother a home, so for all who heard his word be by his command. He has purchased an eternal home for all who love his way and he will this Father's name be made in Jesus, so if we see Jesus as an "King of God" we joint him with Jesus Christ. If it was not worse while "feeling relief in his arms?"

Monday - Sept 24

I was not in town to study today and to "walk" with Mr. Melville, had a speaking binge. If you are still with them come in about half an hour but his most Stacked she was obliged to shout in. Mr. Campbell I want to speak to get some painting done - the stuff for a special day of prayer for China which I hope will be noticed in the papers. The 24th is the day asked. I went back after preparing to have the article sent off. It was too much. Regain an hour or two then on the journey...
The boat came down early. The boys got all packed up, and left for Kotchik with a low tide in fair mind. Progress was slow but we got up in 17 hours. The boat was very full- lots of furniture & bundles, 6 Chinese men myself not in a chair held my umbrella while I read & read the Customary for August. After superintending the work of unloading I went up & wrote a lot of cards & letters to Mr. MacArthur, Mr. Kenzie & Polman, besides preparing some pages for the Second. Took a nap in the Pm. Went to dinner. Yesterday Sept 24th Very sad news that Dr. Pollock died. He was the young best physician of whom I have ever been to form. He came here with his wife about 6 years ago.
was so much pleased at this so
she sent Miss & quite a sum of
money ($2000, I believe) to use for
any part of the work she wished.

Thursday Sept 27.

Hot - a most oppressive day. I worked
along but found it trying myself
dull - went out in the bay for a short
row again at sun down find that if
I compel myself to take a little exer-
cise every day it is a most profitable
investment.

Mr. R. is having a
very busy time now. I wish very
much I had the language so a
child could him. The great no.
of beasts has kept the workmen
away & delayed all the building
operations. And he has been obliged to
still them up to get the boys school
done. The boys have been occupying
the girls school building & the
"Assistant's house." Now the girls are
coming back at the preach, & their
coming to both places & meeting.
They will be able to get settled.

I have a little of the work done. To look
after one of the lanes I went through.
grounds - repairs are a continual necessity here, as soon as anything is built it begins to need repairs, so to proceed in that direction rapidly.

In the evening Mrs. Campbell came up to the mill with some difficulty - Mrs. C. had not been able to go out for some time as she was obliged to come up in a chair. They said all about to get a chair - tray without success, but last to Mr. P. He was willing, Mrs. P. sent to one of the men at work in the place. But she said backword that it wasn't customary for two brothers to carry a chair. Mr. C.'s only in his fifties, so he could not go. Finally they got a man. There is a little ordnance connected with Chain-carrying. Men in that profession cannot be admitted to the examinations to take a literary degree. Mr. C.'s had trouble in getting men in the country. Sometimes Mrs. C. used to go to visit the Presbyt. Missionary 4 miles away & the Blansh & family went along. She likes to get a walk.
I once had the chance get into the Chinese. The man were out of affection. Not consulted. While thought back the money paid them. Said they would not have it. The woman came riding under the circumstances was as good as new. If she had taken her shoes off it would have been 20 bad. Finally C. gave them a little money smoothed it over.

Friday Sept. 28/88

Cool - windy - there has been the strongest evidences of the proximity of a typhoon for 48 hours a man.

Last night a storm started by a not immediate sudden double plume. One is there to-night - two others close even in the harbor. This evening I went out for a walk with Clara. We met the Commissioner Mr. Nozawa who said a typhoon that starts from Manila means to visit Hong Kong. But probably would not strike us. There is a typhoon.
The wind is howling now. The men
have put up some of the typhoons
Two as if it is none in the night.
It will be very to close up tight-
Saturday - Sept. 29th

The wind howled all night. The no-
thing was done. The water was very
high than been for several days.
This A.M. I went to Baptise. It was
very rough. I bought back 200 for
Mr. P. was safely landed on this
side much to my relief for if we had
capsized I fear the silver would have
gone to the bottom. This day has
seemed to slip away nothing done.
The small boy made an appeal for
more pay. I would have considered it
favorably but his father came in and
took up the case. Went to talk with
Mr. P. and came back quite pleased
with success. When I declined to
answer him at once he turned back
the last months wages & left.
I found he had very ingenious
Mother. Mr. P's words are as to
I made them favorable to himself. 93
I talked it over some time with Mr.
P., I concluded to offer to let the
boy go to school the next 3 mos.
& after that if I had more affairs
to be done I would give him
more money. The interested parent
has just been in and we have had
a conversation, rather one-sided in
its proportions, but conclusive. I was
delighted at the way he acted &
determined these people shall
understand that I am not to be
coerced in these matters. I hear
the other man who brings water has
charge of the premises, does duty as
footman & is learning to beauber.
(Mrs. P. thinks him charming) so
the little fellow decides to with-
draw I shall not be obliged to make
my own bed. But I think I must
delight him & hope to keep him; he is
by no means a mere top of one's head. 184.
Although he does do well
promp[ly]. He ought to be studying.
Sunday Sept 30th 88

Colder to-day. A few of the Preachers were present at the Prelate's Meeting. Mrs. Ching Chi preached this A.M. He had chosen as his text: "Judge not that ye be not judged." Although she was afraid he would make it an occasion for justifying himself in the eyes of his tri who criticise him for dabbling in medicine & trying to heal lepers, as he objected to C.C. who says he has another text in mind, quoted on Christ telling the waves & evidently had not that his text in mind very long as she wanted to give us to understand we were losing something by missing his first choice. For he spoke scarcely 10 minutes. It was a relief to get through in an hour though.

Po-Hung preached in the P.M from Mt. XXII, 1-2. Spoke of the hypocrisy of the Pharisees who thought well & did ill; compared them to the Confucians familiar with
Closed with an exhortation to all the 6 in relation to, not only their teaching Christ's words but also their more frequent allusions during his sermon to the judgment when all such sin would be rendered and punished. I could not get much he said. He spoke so rapidly I read a little during the day and after O.M. service took a walk in the rain around by the Cemetery and got a fine view of the Harbor from the hill. Back at it. Met M.B. a moment at C.S. Mrs. C. said her house had recently come when we some confusion with thoughtful hesitancy said she had been told that I was to receive instructions written to know if it was true. Mrs. C. did not say what manner she gave. After tea Mr. P. talked with me some time about church affairs. There are some troublesome cases if discipline to come up at this time.
Mrs. P. informed me this A.M. that to-day was the anniversary of their marriage. Mrs. P. is better than for some days - I hope he will get through the week comfortably. He has a great deal to care for - I hope he will be willing to keep away from morning service as that is tiresome. I shall try to be there every day. The day has been delightfully cool. A strong East wind is blowing. I went just back from a row in the free boat - got a pattern of freight blew off - but I got it again. This A.M. Mr. B. and I proceeded with A. Ring-ks as a messenger to procure Dr. A.'s Grammar. Hope to put in an hour daily at this week. In the afternoon I did an errand at Miss M. S. stayed at Mr. T's a little, while he talked with the macher. Then for an hour two in Chinese - This may all too much, so that a sum was recently been handed back if their compound. In the same place...
Some years ago several men were drowned alive. This last man was accused of kidnapping Cookies. A friend has been in the harbour recently; he is called in this dialect "loon"-aboard he is a term to evil-doer - he is the man who subdued the Chinese and leading some 10,000 men. About 50 Swatow merchants ran away when they heard he was coming and will probably run back after he is safely off. They may have been implicated in some crooked transactions or may have been afraid of a "squeeze" as great officers often apply pressure to money bags regardless of justice.

Sunday Oct 2nd

Cool Sunday. Miss Keel went to Swatow this AM and had a rough time crossing. I have never but once seen it so bad for so long a time. I hear that a Chinese passage boat found for Pekin to Shanghai will not take no. of people as usual. They
load their boats like cattle cars.

I began the day at 6 o'clock. Father did a little in voice practice, drank a glass of milk. Mrs. P. Kinsey had brought over at 6:30 - went to service at 9 A.M. The Elder preached from II Thess. I:8. At 9 - was worked again at the grammar. Attended Mr. P's Class in Jonah. took a nap. Then read Chinese till 4 attended prayer-meeting. Then Mr. P's Miss. H. played tennis against Miss T. A - the first time we have had tennis - 1 hr. 3 mos. - my best sets - the others, but they got one more game than me. I shall do a little writing or get to bed. Etc. He began to feel interest in what Pink Congo will take next. We may be all ordered out of China.

As a Peking official protests to the Chinese Times if they don't sign the last bill China cannot have proper self-respect to allow their Protestants. Americans from among self. Amer. ships at the Chinese. They think China will very likely to the same to Americans. At Mr. Campbell
Says they acted as if they were dealing with a tribe of meditating instead of a great golden nation.

Wednesday Oct 31st 1888.

Calmingly yet I put on thinner underwear such as I wear at home under a woolen suit all summer,

and it comfortable. Program for today same as yesterday only after the class I worked at my mail study till dinner. Several of the bottom thought that the whole cause should have found at Nineveh but when I saw on the map the location of that city

eleverished the theory--their ideas generally are quite correct.

This afternoon I am going to Mr. B. is to listen to the discussion of Church matters. The other men have already come off to go on evangelizing tours. We have heard of 10 who are interested in the doctrine as a distinct hot yet until

before one new stations.
Thursday Oct. 14th

Warmin today. At 7 a.m. a sermon from
Pom 9:13 which I got very little from. The usual A.M. formum was
Carried out. The study of an A.G. grammar
is making me appreciate it more and more.
It is a mine of useful sentenae.
At 12 noon I went to the discussion
of matters by the preacher. The work for
the coming 3 mos. was mapped out.
8 of the preacher have issued off—2
got to the South to the U. W. Laid
that 8 to the Jten.-Chang regin
Fung-Pat (East-Smith). They
manifest a good disposition about go-
ing. He had the Chapel full at prayer
meeting regard meeting. There had a
large number from various places
more than at my Communion time have
been here. This is the season at which
most are expected for it is before
the second rice cutting when they
can leave to the weather is favorable
though this time the wind has
been very strong. Many have been
for 5 days getting in.
Norm still—another sermon from Paul this morning by Miss An—Rom V.10.
Mr. Campbell was late having been according with the elder Hak. Kapruck
er on this duty to listen to give homily
to buy two men for the New Kshu being
chapel. One former missionaries to
that people while excellent workers
were very good and the court
became impressed with the privilege
of getting. Exhilarating forces for every-
thing they did & of getting help in
every thing. Mr. C. is believing
to correct this error. Yet much
dislike unto himself thereby still
he will persist. The movement is
in that direction all along the line
the native church must them and
now to throw upon themselves.
If we stay fast it is the only way
to manage the work in a truly
successful manner. Thanks, Sir?
Complications compel me to leave. Of course they must get on alone now.

G. T. came shortly to me very pleasantly this A.M. At 10 o'clock the preachers' Bible Women gave their reports for the quarter, formal and general. What I understand was good. Mrs. A. was satisfied. The number of people still increases. Chapel was full the rest of the two sessions today, 10 a.m. and 7 p.m., at meeting. Dr. King did well nicely. I had helped him to some illustrations from the O.T., which he gave very well.

He read II Cor. XIII: 1-7, 8-10. Subj: God's strength sufficient for us. He referred to Saul to God, to change the young man at Dath. Other followings of the time was well filled. Dr. Ching, one of the school teachers spoke of David slaying Goliath. Christified very well. There were about 70 applicants for baptism to-morrow. The women were examined by him.

He spoke this A.M., the members being questioned by the preacher this evening. To-morrow they come before the Church.
Saturday, Oct 6th, 1888

The 9 a.m. meeting was led by H.H. - the girls' school teacher, who read a few verses from John. I guess the best exposition I have heard from any Christian. He spoke with great earnestness, not to days' words, but adapted his remarkably to his hearers. He spoke of many things taught by Christ. Talking to the woman:

1. In any weary place we should be ready to speak of the doctrine.

2. To any weary man, woman, and good to both, firm or fee.

3. I did not fully understand, exactly, about the water of life. - At any time we should speak. Christ was wrong. He did not lose this opportunity.

4. I think was that this is not a new but an old doctrine.

5. It was not this woman who set her heart to be a friend to the woman, the heart of the village that all the people. He should not think it in the city of friends. A Bible woman only to do this work. But living one of us undertake it.
The substance of the discourse was to worship the one true God in spirit and truth. The meeting was an excellent one. A Shadow threatened as one disagreeable old brother, not very active or useful Christian, got up and talked several times with great indignation so that his heart was disturbed. Then unadvised a large sheet of paper was about to rain his grievances when the Elder marched up and checked him with great firmness and decision. "Sirs," he told me after meeting, "it is an affair with the officials when he has been obliged to pay out money. Mr. C.O. D. moved 2 hours on the government this A.M. The church meeting at 2 P.M. was fully attended. A. C. of_C. discipling were not at all. School were misused, and for gambling; no for idleness; worship; Sunday meeting; another big doctor for performing Hwang Chi Minority. "The Magicians did as with their enchantments." 3rd Candidate was examined. Very interesting company too. Many of them were the children of Christian parents or had lived the Gospel for years—our had lived Catholic for 20 years.
Sunday Oct. 7th, 1848, 12.10 P.M.

Just back from the Baptism. The form was a good lesson for us. At the 7 A.M. meeting 23 Candidates were voted upon. 7 who the preacher advised to wait were not brought forward. At 10 A.M. was the preaching service. They turned to have two baskets for receiving money as my writing paper basket. The pages ask me the Sunday school song of Mr. P. which was made from this as a pattern. We set up on stools one on each side of the table. I admired the trumpets in the temple as very much improving. A good night of cash was collected. Judge Chiang Sui at the early service explained the custom. It is hoped that at all the stations they will take it up. This must have been new row at the preaching service. Oo King (notes)
a short but powerful discourse 156
from Matt. III: 12 - Then He spake not
who did as well yesterday spoke 20
or 20 minutes from Luke II: 14.
I wonder what He would do with it,
but He gave some very apt truths
before them. They all delight in
performing with creation. but He did
state that there fact every body
knew He proceeded to state more fine
of their result - at last Christ came
when He came to set the world
right, the angels rejoiced, so they
may be rejoicing to see as
among leaving the lowest receiving
baptism, entered the Lord's Kingdom.
He spoke of God's glory - the bless-
sedness of man being joined - that
and bought the other. He used
the clock of as an illustration of
Christ's work for this world. Almost
be out of order. No workman capable
tight it till the maker ceased
along, probably he has heard
the funny somewhere, but he used it
mill. In closing he mentioned the
Peace and will that would flourish of all lands God's Kingdom, We shall, all nations be "one, hundred," As we to-day come from different villages, different clans. But we glad here, because of my faith in Christ. So it would be when all the world was brought to Him. I have never seen the Chinese listen more attentively to native preachers. The baptism was an interesting ceremony. Mr. D. conducted it. The women were first. A—At the 16 year old school girl first of all. The Ex-Catholic this son were bap to-gether. Before the service Ching-Gui had a passage spoke of the meaning of the ceremony. Children of—offend prayer a hymn was sung. At the close Mr. D. offered a short prayer. It is a beautiful place for baptism — hundred can stand on the highest ground. Watch. I think the most interesting sight to me was the elders little by little the came up from the pool.
He was led up to the house, where they changed their wet clothing. By 1 Rem. the boy who was baptized 6 months ago, Ssu Meng, who came in 3 mos since. They looked very bright, happy and struck my fancy as a very hopeful picture of the Church in China—small but full of promise. I am now writing after Communion service—182 communicants present. Po-Saw gave the hand of fellowship. He spoke of this as a joyful occasion. "When a man gets the first literary degree and is made a government officer, all my friends it is for how long? A few years. These 23 people have entered the Lord's Kingdom today by this act of faith. For how long?"

"Firmly,"—"Yes, Dr. P. spoke on 3 Points. They should go forth as Jacob was commanded to do..."
by Jehovah to teach the people that I fled thee"—As the Lord said to Paul "my grace is sufficient for thee," so he says to us. And as Paul said "I can do all things through Christ who strengtheneth me." So should you—Monday, Oct. 8, 1888.

I have had a good prayer meeting last evening. The impossible bro. with his plea rose up several times. It was squeezed once by a hymn immediately followed by a prayer sung by Mr. A. This paper laid on the table—literally. Spontaneously. Jordan has been close, warm. I have worked quite steadily. This P.M. was reading in Luke TV and told L.H. about the Synagogue service, then translated part of "Whom shall make all sit at a correct translation. It will be interesting to give sometime. This morning we have been to Mr. Campbell's. Had a pleasant time.
at ten in the evening. We looked over the papers flutters of our work and products at home. The S. B. are decidedly making up & prospects brightening. the letters said we're 200 workers out this year. Had my home letters today. Was glad to hear to hear that all survived the shock also glad to hear [illegible] meetings at Sidney & others. Wrote a card to the family.

Tuesday Oct. 9th 88

Name met the day, but a cool rain poured in the afternoon, which made me afraid of catching cold so I put on a flannel suit. This A.M. I helped Mr. Partridge who was eating a lot of greens sent from California - John Stevens looks after orders this very kindly. He had a big job to set this in shape & check off to shippers. I didn't feel like working all day as yesterday's work took me
Not having had any "day of rest" during Communion week - This A.M. I read quite a little Chinese & did some writing. Wrote a letter to Dr. Abbott thanking him for a French Bible he sent me & telling him about the Communion week's exercises.

This A.M. I went over to Mission & played a game of tennis with the head weather gage.

Wednesday Oct 10th

Very rainy & terrific thunder storm. Vivid flashes of lightning that must have struck close by some of them. The thunder made the house shake.

I have for get on with Chinese this afternoon talked with L. H. about a Sermon for Sunday at 10 45 the large city very rough place to which we expect to go on Sunday. He proposes to take Romans II 13-16.

Thursday Oct 11th

Cloud to-day - the heavy rain has cleared - The day is very muddy so much water has come down from
the river. The cooler air has been invigorating. I got on better with Chinese this a.m. than any day in a long time. This afternoon we started out to play a set of tennis at 5 p.m. when Mr. and Mrs. Bush and Mr. Francis Berkeley Cronsh from Hong Kong came up. They sat on the lawn some time and then we went up to call on Miss Hess-Diglis motovs only room. Say my desk which seemed to please him.

Friday - Oct 12th

A day of work in Chinese as many as hours and could profitably spend with it. Am making an effort to fix in mind the new characters by having them written off at the end of each day. I study them over after wards. Miss Bush had told me the Temple, Dr. Cowenland, Dr. V. McLain, and two Misses. We had a very pleasant evening.

Saturday - Oct 13th

My letter written home today contains an account of movements up to 20 p.m. When I finished this letter work finished.
Then I read a little book a nun returned out from a walk. Called at Hong Kong. I walked the deck.